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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been interest in the study of fluctuation limits of 

infinite particle systems of independent Brownian motions and different types of 

interacting diffusion systems. Such problems have been studied, among others, by 

Hitsuda and Mitoma [2], Ito [3], Tanaka and Hitsuda (8] and Mitoma [11]. In all 

cases the limit process is given by a generalized Langevin equation or a stochastic 

evolution equation driven by a Gaussian martingale on a nuclear space of 

distributions <'1!
1 which is the dual of a countably Hilbertian nuclear space <P. 

Solutions of <P 1
-valued stochastic evolution equations have been investigated by 

Dawson and Gorostiza [12], Bojdecki and Gorostiza (1],_ Kallianpur and Perez-Abreu 

[5] and Mitoma (7,11). In the present work we study the weak convergence of 

solutions of stochastic evolution equations driveri by <P1-valued martingales Mn = 
(Mr)t ;:::_ 0 as n goes to infinity. It is worth noting that in this work it is not assumed 

that all the martingales Mn live in one of the Hilbert or Banach spaces whose norms 

define the topology of <P. 

In a later publication, we hope to apply Theorem 1.2 of this paper to investi

gate the fluctuation limit of" weakly" interacting systems. 

In all this work the techniques and results from (C0 ,1)-reversed evolution 

systems on <P developed in (5] play an important role. 

1. NOTATION AND MAIN RESULT 

Let <P be a countably Hilbertian nuclear space whose topology r is defined by 

an increasing sequence of Hilbertian norms 1·11 :5 1·!2 :5 ... :5 l·!q .... Let <"Pq be the 

completion of <P by l·lq. <P~ the topological dual of <I>q. 1·1-q the dual norm of <P~ 
and <!>1 the strong topological dual of <P. Denote by 1.(<P,<P) (respectively L(<f!1,<f!1)) 
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the space of continuou!i linear operators from <I> to <I> (resp. <I> 1 to <'!! 1). Let {ll·llq: 
q:;:O} be any sequence of increasing norms on <I> also defining the r-topology of <I>. 

Such a sequence of norms will henceforth be called T-compatible and we will denote 

by <I>jqj the ll·!lq-completion of <I>. 

A c0-semigroup {S(s): s:;:o} on <I> is said to be a (C0,1} -semigroup if for each q:;:o 
there exist numqers Mq. O"q and p:;:q such that 

O"qS 
IS(s)¢lq .$ Mqe l¢lp for all ¢ E <I>, s:;:o. (1.1) 

A family {A(t)lt>O of infinitesimal generators of (C0 ,1)-semigroups {St(s): S2:0h>o 
on <I> is called .stable if there exists a sequence of r-compatible norms {!l·llq:· Q2:0} 
on <I> such that for each T > 0 there exists q0 :;:o and for q:;:q 0 there are constants 

Mq= Mq(T) and O"q = Uq(T) satisfying the following condition: 

(1.2) 

whenever o=::;t1 =::;t2 =::; ... =::;tk_$T, k2:0. Here and in the sequel the .time ordered product 

TIJ~l st (SJ·)¢ is st (sl)St (s2) ... st (sk)c;:S. .. 
- j l 2 . k 

A two parameter family of operators {T(s,t): O_$s<t<oo}:-1n L(<I>,<I>) is said to 

be a reversed evolution system on <I> if the following two conditions are satisfied: 

T(s,t)¢ = T(s,r)T(r,t)¢ for all ¢ E <I>, o=::;s=::;r=::;t, T{t,t) _: i, {1.3) 

for each ¢E<I> the map (s,t) ~ T(s,t)¢ is <I> continuous. (1.4) 

The following result has been proved in (5]. It gives sufficient conditions for . 
the existence of a reversed evolution system on <I> generated by a family of operators 

{A(t)}t2:0 in L(¢,¢). 

Theorem .Ll: Let {A(t)}t>O be a family of continuous linear· operators on <I> such 

that for each t2:0 A(t) is the infinitesimal generator of a (C 0 ,1)-semigroup on <I>. Let 

{ll·llq: Q2:0} be a sequence o.f -r-compatible norms on <I> such that the following two 

conditions hold: -

a) {A(t)}t2:0 is a stable family on <I> with respect to {ll·llq: q:;:o}. · 

b) For each q~O th~re exists P2:q such that for t2:0 A(t) h~s. a continuous. 

linear extension from <I>lPl to <I>Iql (also denoted by A(t)) and t -+ A(t) is 

L( <P l P l' <I> l ql)-continuous. 

Then there--exists a unique reversed evolution system {T(s,t): O~s=::;t<oo} on <I> such 

:I 



.; 

that for each T>O the following two conditions are satisfied: 

(1) For some q0 ;::,o and all q;::,q0 

crq (t-s) 
IJT(s,t)¢llq :5 Mqe ll¢q for all ¢Eii>. os:ss:ts:T 

where Mq = Mq(T) and CTq = CTq(T) are the stability constants. 

(2) The forward and backward equations hold, i.e. 

Jt T(s,t)¢ = T(s,t)A(t)¢ for all </> E<P. os:ss:ts:T, 

JtT(s,t)¢ = -A(s)T(s,t)¢ for all ¢E<P, o::;ss:ts:T. 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

A reversed evolution system satisfying (L5) is called a (C0 ,1)-reversed evolution 
system. 

Let (D,c:f,P) be a complete probability space with a right continuous filtration 
(c:ft)t>O• «10 containing all the P-null sets of CJ. A ii> 1-valued stochastic process 
M = (Mt)t>O is said to be a <1? 1-valued martingale if for each o;SEii> (Mt[9])t>O is a 
real valued -martingale. In this work we further assume -M E C([O,oo);<1?1) -where 
C([O,oo);<1?1) is the space of afl continuous mappings of [o,oo) to <1?1 with the strong 
topology and that M is an L2-martingale, i.e., EMt[¢] 2 < oo for all ¢E<P. The 
topology of C([O,oo);<1?1) is described in R.2.1 of Mitoma {6], who shows that 
C([O,oo);<1?1) is a completely regular topological space whose compact sets are all 
metrizable. 

Let {A(t)}t>O be a ·family in 1.(<1?,<1?) and A1 (t) denote the adjoint of A(t). A 
<1?

1-valued stochastic process e = <et)t;::,o is said to be a solution of the stochastic 
evolution equation 

det = A 1(t)~tdt + dMt t>O, eo = j 

iffor each r/>E<P 

t 
etf¢] = ~o[¢] + I es[A(s)¢]ds + Mt[¢] t;::,o a.s. 

0 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

It has been shown in [5] that if {A(t)}t>O satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorem 1.1 and if Elil.?r < oo for some r>O, then the unique solution of (1.8) is 
given by the evolution solution 

. I t f 
<t = T (t,O)'j' + I T (t,s)dMs 

. 0 
(1.10) 

where for each s < t the operator T 1 (t,s): <1? 1 
-+ <1?

1 is defined by the relation 

(T1(t,s)~)[¢] = 1/J[T(s,t)¢] for all ¢E<P, 1/;E<P' (1.11) 
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and {T(s,t): O~s~t~co} is the (C 0 ,1)-reversed evolution ~ystem on <I> generated by 

the family {A(t)}t>O· The stochastic integral in (1.10) has the following property 

t., . t, , . J T (t,s)dMs = Mt + J T (t,s)A (s)Msds for all t~O a.s. , (1.12) 
0 0 

i.e., 

t 
(J T 1 (t,s)dMs)(¢] 

0 

. t 
M1[¢] + J Ms[A(s)T(s,t)¢]ds (1.13) 

0 
for all ¢ E<l>, t~o a.s. 

The main result of this paper is the following theorem. We denote by "=::;.." 
weak convergence of measures on the indicated spaces. 

Theorem U: Assume the following five conditions: 

(1) {An(t)}t>O n~1 is a sequence of families of~ontinuous linear operators on <I> 

such that for each n;?:1 {An(t)}t>O satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, 

the indices appearing in the fattei: the sequence of r-compatibfe norms {II·IJq: 
q~O} and the' stability constants Mq. O"q being the same for all n. 

(2) The corresponding evolution systems {T nCs,t): O~s~t<oo} generated by 

{An(t)}t>O n~1 satisfy the condition: For each T>O and q>O there exist Mq 
_ and crq such that for O~s~t::;T 

· . O"q(t-s) 
I!Tn(s,t)¢1!q < Mqe .H91!q for all r/;E<l> and n~l. (1.14) 

(3) {A(t)}t>O is a family of continuous linear operators on <I> satisfying the 

assumptions of Theorem 1.1 and such that for each T>O and Q>O there exists 

P>Q satisfying 

(1.15) 

(4) Mn = (Mr)t>O• n~o and M = (Mt)t>O are ¢(valued L 2-martingales vanish
ing at the origin and such that Mn =::;.. -M in C([O,oo): <1>

1
). 

(5) ·,n, n~1 and 1 are <I> 1-valued random variables such that /n =::;.. 7 on <1> 1 and 

for each n~1 /n and Mn are independent. 

For each n~l suppose that the stochastic evolution equation 

n 
t>o, 1Jo=i 

. has the unique solution ~~ = (~£) ~nd that. 

I 
. d1Jt = A (t)ry1dt + dMt t>0.~1Jo=i· 

has the unique soluti~n ( = C~t)· Then ~~ =::;.. ( in C([O,oo);<P
1
) ... 

(1.16) 

(1.17) 

. - ··. 



The proof of this theorem is given in the next section. 

2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 

In order to prove Theorem 1.2 we need the following lemmas. We will denote 
I the space C((o,oo);<I> ) by C 4!1• 

Lemma 2.1: For n~1 let Gn: C4>1--+Cq>1 and G: Cip1--+C<l>1 be such that Gn(X)-+ 
G(x) as n--+oo uniformly over compact sets of C 1. Let Pn n~1 and P be probabil-

.ity measures on C 1, and On= fi>nG~1 n~1 an/!Q = PG-1• If Pn=?P inC 1 and 
G is continuous th~ On=? Q in C 4!1. • 4! 

Proof: Let C = C([O,oo);IR) be the space of continuous function of [O,oo) to R with 

lhe topology given in Whitt [13]. For ¢E4> denote by IT</> the mapping of C <P' to C 
defined by 

(fl4,X). = X .(9). (2.1) 

~ince Pn =?P in C 1 then Pnllt ::::} PIT~1 in C for all ¢E<I> and therefore 
{Pnll'i}n>l is tight 1'n C since C is a Polish space. Then by (R.2.1) and Theorem 
3.1 o( Mitoma [6] {Pn}n~l is itself tight in C 4!1. The remainder of the proof goes 
as in the case of complete separable metric spaces as we now show: Let a be a 
bounded real valued continuous function on C 1 and let t">O. Then there exists a 
compact set A in C 1 such that 4! 4! . 

If c a(G0 (a))dPn(a) - J c a(G(a))dPn(a)j (2.2) 
A A 

::; 2lla!f00 (P0 (A c) < t"lla-11 00 for each n~l 

where lfa-11 00 = sup la(x)J. 
xEC <PI 

Next, by assumption, on the compact set A, G0 (a) --+ G(a) uniformly, i.e., for 

each t">O there exist Ni">O and a neighborhood Vi" of zero in C <PI such that 

Gn(a) - G(a) E Vi" for all n~Ni", a EA. 

Therefore since a is a bounded continuous function on C _ 1 to R 
q> 

sup Ja(Gn(a))-a(G(a))l < f/2 for all n~Ni". 
aEA 

IJ A a (G0 (a))dP0 (a) - J A a(G(a))dP0 (a) I ~ t"/2, 

so that from (2.2), 

If a(G 0 (a))dP0 (a) - J a(G(a))dP0 (a) I :$ £ for n~Ne. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 



. ·. 
··:.·· 

Since Pn =:} P, we have 

I a(G(a))dPn(a) -+ I a(G(a))dP(a) (2.5) 

since G is continuous. The assertion of the lemma follows from (2.4) and (2.5) 
which together imply 

I a(x)dQn(x) -+ I a(x)dQ(x). 
0 

, .The proof of the above result holds without change if, in its statement, C 
1 

is 
replaced by C T 1: = C([O,T];<l>

1
) where T<co. We will need to use the lemma on1>y in 

~ . 
this form. 

Lemma 2.2: Let {An(t)}t~O n~1 and {A(t)Jt~o be continuous linear operators in <I> 

as in (1) and (3) of Theorem 1.2 and let {T nCs,t): 0;5s;5t<oo} n~1 and {T(s,t): 
o:;s:;t<co} be the corresponding (C0,1)-reversed evolution systems generated by 

them such that T 0 (s,t) satisfy (2) in Theorem 1.2. Restrict XEC 4.> 1 to. C ~1 , i'Jnd 
define 

. . t . . -

(Gn(X))t[¢] = X0 [¢] + I Xs[An(s)T n(s,t)¢]ds, ¢E<I>, 0;5t;5T, n~l. 
.• 0 . (2.6) 

and 
. t . 

(G(X))1[¢] = X0[¢] +I Xs[A(s)T(s,t)¢]ds, ¢EC1>, 0;5t;5T. 
. .· 0 .. · 

(2.7) 

Then Gn(X) -+ G(X) as n-+co uniformly on compact sets of c~1 and G is a-contin-
uous map of C Tl to C T 1. · · 

. 4.> <I> 

Proof: We first show that if X E C !r the map, for ¢EC1>, 

t . 
9 -+ I Xs[A(s)T(s,t)¢]ds (2.8) 

0 

defines· ari element in C T 1. Since X E C Tl , X sends the compact set [~.~ irito a 
compact set of '1> 1

• Thus<i>{Xs: 0;5s$T} is 1 compact set in <I> 1 and therefore bounded 
in -the strong topology of '1> 1

, i.e., for any c>O and any bounded set 8 in <I> there 
exists N>O such that 

Taking c = 1 and 8 = {¢}, ¢> in <I>, we have that for each ¢ in <I> there exists Nq;>D 
such that · · . . .· - _ . 

··sup !Xs[¢]1 < .1.... < oo. 
- N_,r, 0;5S$T T' 

Define 

(2.9) 



(2.10) 

From a Baire category argument (see Lemma 1.2.3 in [10] or Lemma 2.2 in [4]) it 
follows that VT(¢) is a continuous function in <l> and hence there exist 8T>0 and 
qT>O such that 

(2.11) 

Hence from (2.10) and (2.11) we have that X5 E <b 1 qT' O~s~T and 

(2.12) 

Next if a family of linear operators {A(t)}t>O on <I> satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 1.1, there exists rT>qT such that -

where MrT and O"rT are stability constants and 

Then using (2.12) and (2.13) we have that for O~t~T 

t 
Yt[¢]: J Xs[A(s)T(s,t)¢]ds 

0 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

defines a continuous linear map on <1>, i.e., Yt E <1>
1 for all t~O. Also, if O~t~T. 

TurT . 
fYt[¢JI < TCTKTMrTe fl¢1frT for all¢; in <1>. (2.15) 

It has been shown in Step 2 of Theorem 2.1 in (5] that there exists PT>rT such that 

Y} := (Yt: O:S:t:S:T)EC((O,TJ;<l>hT). Then Y} EC([O,T];<l>1
) for all T>O. Hence the 

map (2.8) sends C ~I into C ~1 . 

Let K be a compact set in C T,. By R.2.1 and Proposition 2.1 of Mitoma [6], 

there exists qT>O such that K is co~pact in C([O,T];<l>~T). Then if X E B, 

DT(X) :=sup ffXsll-qT < co 
o.::;:s~T 

and 



' t 
/(Gn(X)- G(X))t[¢]1 < J 

0 
//Xsll-qT I!An(s)T 0 (s,t)<;) -A(s)T(s,t)¢1/qTds (2.16)_ 

t 
< DT(X) J 

0 
IIAn(s)T nCs,t)<;)-A(s)T(s,t)¢llqi-ds. 

Writing 

An(s)T nCs, t)¢-A(s)T(s,t)~ 

= An(s)(T 0(s,t)c;?-T(s,t)¢)+ (An(s) -A(s))T(s,t)~ 

for all ¢ in qi and O~s~t~T we have 

I!An(s)T n(s,t)<;5-A(s)T(s,t)¢llqT (2.17) 

S [[An(s)(T n(s,t)¢-T(s,t))¢[lqT + !ICAn(s) -A(s))T(s,t)¢[lqT· 

Now by (3) in Theorem 1.2 there·'exists PT>qT such that 

(2.18) . 

where using (1.15), for n~n0 , some n0 >0 

(2.19) 

Next since An(s) and A(s) generate the (C0 ,1)-reversed evolution systems T nCs,t) 
and T(s,t) respectively, using the corresponding forward and backward equations we 
obtain . t 

T n(s,t)~ ·..,... T(s,t)~ = J T nCs,r)(A0 (r)-A(r))T(r,t)¢dr . 
s . (2.20) 

and therefore for each m~O 

·. . t . . 
fiT n(s,t).9-T(s,t)¢11m. < J !IT n(s,r)(An(r)-A(r))T(r,t)¢1/mdr~ · 

s . .• 
(2.21) 

Next, using the equi~(c0 ,1)-evolution property (1.14) we obtain that for each m~o 

· t (J' · (r-s) 
fiT nCs,t_)¢·-T(s,t)¢11ni < MnJ 

5 
e m fiAn(r) -A(r))T(r,t)91lmdr (2.22) 

where Mm and (J'm are stability constants. Taking m = qT and using again (3) in 
Theorem 1.2 th.ere exists PT>qT such that 

Using the (C0 ,1)-evo1ution property of T(r,t) we obtain from (1.5) of Theorem l 

(taking pT large enough) 



II (An (r) _:_. A(t))T(r, t) ¢llqT 

O"pT(t-r) 
::; MpTe ll¢llpTI!An(r)-A(r)I!L(¢ <I> )' 

IPTI' !qTI 

(2.23) 

Thus by (2.23) and (2.22) we have that if u = max(CTqT,O"pT) and M = 
max(MqT'MpT) by (1.15) 

liT nCs,t)¢-T{s,t)¢llqT 

Also using (1.15) from (2.23) we have that 

sup IICAn{r)-A(r))T(r,t)¢llqT ~ 0 as n-+oo for all 9 in <I> 
os:r~t~T 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

and using (2.24) and (2.19) in (2.18) we obtain 

sup I!An(s)(T0 (s,t)¢-T(s,t))¢!!qT ~ 0 as n-"00 for all¢ in <I>. (2.26) 
O$s~t~T 

Then applying (2.25) and (2.26) in (2.17), from (2.16) it follows that if X E 8, 

(Gn(X)-G(X))t[9] ~ 0 as n--+-oo for all 9 in <I>, (o~t$T). (2.27) 

-+ 0 as n -+co. 

Thus there exist PT>qT and FT such that for any X E B and O$t$T 

(2.29) 

Moreover since B is a compact set in C([O,T];<I>~T) and the latter is a metric space 

with norm sup I!Xt!l-qT' 
O~t$T 

sup sup IIXtll-qT =: H < co, 
XEB O~t~T 

i.e., 

ICGn(X)-G(X))t[¢]1 ~ HFTII¢llpT for all¢ in 4> and X in B. (2.30) 



,~---
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'~ : .. 

Finally let V be the collection of neighborhoods of zer~ defining the topology of CI> 1 
• I 

i.e., ifv E V 

v := v(!,v) :={FE ii>1: sup IF[c;:)]<£} 
¢Ev 

where v is a bou-nded set in ii> and £>0. Let 

I!IXII!v = sup sup fXt[¢]1. v in V. 
O:st~T ¢Ev 

From Mitoma (6], we have that C([O,T];ii>1) has the projective limit topology of 

{ll!XI!lv: vEV}. Then if v. E V and X E B 

I!JGn(X)-G(X)lJJv = sup sup J(Gn(X)-G(X.))tf<;?Jl 
-· O~t~T ¢Ev · 

and by (2.30) 

II!Gn(X) -G(X)I!lv :$ HF!f sup ll¢1lpT --+ 0 as n-o co. 
· ¢Ev · · 

Hence Gn(X) converges to G(X) uniformly,over compactsets of C T,. 
. - ~ 

. . The fact that G(X) is a continuous map from C T to itself is easily shown. 
~I 

The proof of the _lemma is complete. 
0 

From the proof· of the above lemma (see (2.24)) we obtain the following 
corollary. . . ~ .. 

Corollarv U: Let {An(t)}t>O• {T n(s,t): O~s~t<CO} n;::1 and {A(t): t;::o}, {T(s,t): 
09~t~T} be as in Lemma 2.2. Then for each ¢ in ~ 

T n(s,t)q) -o T(s,t)q) as n-+co 

uniformly in O~s~t~T for each T>O. 

Proof of Theorem 1..:1.: 

Let Pn, n;::1, and P be the proba_b.ility measures on C([O,oo);<P1) induced by 
Mn, n;::1, and M respectively. By ass~mptlon Pn => P in C([o,co);~ 1).· ·~. · 

From (1.10) and. (1.12) we have that for each n;::1 the soluti~:m ~~ = (~r) of 
(1.16) can be written as 

(2.31) 

and.using (2.6) 

~r = T~(t,s)·/ + Gn(Mn>t· (2.32) 



;, 

Similarly, 

(t = T 1 
(t,s)/ + G(M)t. (2.33) 

We will first prove that ~n,T =:} ( T in C ;, for each T>O. Here (•T <(r) is 

the restriction of~?<~) to [O,Tj·. • 

Define fn(X): C ;, -+ C ;, by 

(2.34) 

Then for X E C ;, using Corollary 2.1 we have 

Let B C C Tl be a compact set. Then using the notation of the proof of Lemma 2.2 

for v in V, <I> 

lllfn(X)-f(X)IIIv := sup sup jx0 [T n(O,t)]~-T(o,t)¢]1 
o::;t::;T ¢Ev 

(2.35) 

-+ 0 as n-+oo for all X in B. 

Finally, for X E C ;I define 

hn(X) = fn(X) + Gn(X) and h(X) = f(X) + .G(X). 

Then hn(X) -+ h(X) uniformly over the compacts of C ;,. The assumption Pn =:} P 

implies PJ =:} P T where PJ and P T are the probability measures induced on C T 1 <I> 
by Mn,T and M T respectively where M~,T = Mr (o::;t::;T) (similarly, M{ = Mt, 

o::;t::;T). Since /n =:} 1 and /n and Mn are independent, it follows from (2.31), 

(2.32) and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that Qn,T =:} Q T in C T,. For each ¢E<I> let II_,~, 
<I> • 't' 

be the mapping introduced in Lemma 2.1, suitably modified. Then the relation dn=:} 

Q j w· . 1· th t t/Jj_._ </Jj h t/Jj ( d . ·1 I t/Jj) . d fi d b t/Jj v J 1mp 1es a Jln -r J1 w ere Jln an s1m1 ar y p IS e me y Jln = 

Q~n·;r Thus, for each j, {Jniit} is tight for every ¢E<I>. Now, from the fact that 

C has the projectiv~. Hmit topology. of {d}j>l it can ba shown that th·e sequence of 

measures p.~ = Onll~1 is tight for each ¢~<1>. By Theorem 3.1 of Mitom.a [6] i: 
follows that {Qn} is tight. On the other hand, the weak convergence of dn to q 



d 

for every j clearly implies finite dimensional convergence under On of (Xt [¢1]. ... , 

Xtk[<;\J) to its law under Q. Proposition 5.1 of (6] then implies On=>O. 
1 D 

Pemuk: For (1.16) and (1.17) to have unique solutions, it is sufficient, according to 
Theorem 2.1 of [5] that for some rn>O, r>O we have 

2 El/1-r <co. 

With this assumption and the other conditions of Theorem 1.2 in force we have the 
following result as an immediate corollary. 

Corollary to Theorem L1_: Let c;~ and ( be respectively the unique solutions of the 
equations 

and. 

where {A(t)h~o satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.1. Then ·e~ ::> e.· 
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